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Abstract 

The proposed invention discloses about a robotic cleaning device to determine a plan 

to clean an environment based on types of surfaces in the environment. The scheme 

may include an environmentally friendly path and/or one or more settings to be 

applied to the robotic cleaning machine during the journey. The scheme can be 

determined by inserting identified surface kinds into an environment map of the 

environment. The environmental map can then be used on future paths so that before 

the robotic cleaning unit hits the surface, the robotic cleaning system can understand a 

surface sort of a plant. In some examples, a type of a surface of the environment is 

determined by making use of robotic cleaning device which is based out of 

optimization technique. 
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1. Introduction 

Robotic cleaning systems were created to clean settings automatically with minimal 

user support or control[1]. For navigation purposes, robotic cleaning systems typically 

include sensors to detect barriers in an environment. Some robotic cleaning systems, 

for instance, include touch detectors that are enabled when robotic cleaning systems 

bump into an obstacle[2].Some cleaning robots, as outlined in U.S. patent application 

Ser, use floor-type detection methods as a trigger to autonomously alter different 

floor-cleaning features. No. 14/622,613[3]. A flooring form in specific can be 

determined as a function of a signal from a motion sensor indicating a pitch shift 

triggered by a cleaning robot crossing a discontinuity of flooring [4].Based on an 

energy draw signal corresponding to a cleaning head assembly of a cleaning robot, the 

flooring type is determined in other instances[5]. 
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2. Working 

 

A robotic cleaning system may include a LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) turret 

that can emit a laser beam that rotates

be used to calculate both object distance and robotic cleaning device place.Using a 

simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) algorithm, the information gathered is also 

used to build a map[7].The 

collecting dust and a brush's top side. Buttons can allow the robotic cleaning unit to 

operate fundamentally, such as beginning a cleaning procedure

the user with data. The robotic cleaning unit can dock with a charging station and by 

charging contacts obtain electricity

 

3. Result and conclusion 

 

The surface type cleaning device includes cleaning 

detector, an ultrasound detector, or a mechanical detector. These kinds of detection 

schemes, however, were defined only at an 

that would allow an individual of normal skill in the art to determine the sort of 

ground depending on the sensor of the ground type.
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